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Abstract

Within the context of a multiyear, multiparty research project on yield management-based decision 
support systems for the hotel sector, this paper analyzes the applicability of benchmarking testbeds 
for the comparative evaluation of the algorithms proposed in the project. The various functional, 
organizational and technical requirements that such a testbed would have to meet are studied, as 
well as their design implications.  These requisites are then matched with the traits of alternative 
development platforms, and the choice of a SOA/ Web Services approach is justifi ed.  Implications of 
this choice for the utilization of the testbed for other research projects and potential generalization 
of this analysis for other application domains are explored.
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1. Advanced decision support systems for hotel management. Yield/ Revenue 
Management algorithms

In recognition of the importance of the adoption by the Spanish hotel sector, and specifi cally 
of its Small and Medium Enterprises, of internationally competitive management practices and 
systems, a multi-year, multi-centre research project was approved and funded at the end of 2005 
by the Spanish Ministry of Education∗. This project is aimed at the development of an advanced 
Decision Support System (DSS) for hotel management.

A key element of a DSS in the hotel sector is the utilization of Yield Management (YM), 
also known as Revenue Management. YM is currently a hot research area (Chiang et al, 
2007). Even though YM was born in the airline industry, it has been adopted in other sectors 
including the hotel sector (Baker and Collier, 1999 and 2003). YM involves dynamic methods  
and optimization heuristics to forecast demand, allocate perishable assets (for hotels, the hotel 
rooms) across rate classes, decide when and by how much to overbook and what price to charge 
different rate classes in order to maximize revenues for the fi rm.

Within this research project, a series of optimization heuristics, along with the corresponding 
demand forecasting requirements, has been developed to address the various alternative 
management approaches and scenarios. This paper is concerned with the design challenges and 
options involved in the development of a benchmarking testbed to be used to test the algorithms 
created throughout the research project. It will also attempt to establish whether the applicability 
of either the testbed itself or its design choices is generalizable beyond that application.

∗ This work stems from the participation of the authors in a research project funded by the Spanish Plan Nacional de 
Investigación Científi ca, Desarrollo e Innovación Tecnológica 2004-2007 (MEC-DGI-SGPI), reference DPI2005-
09132-C04-04, title Sistema avanzado de ayuda a la toma de decisiones para la gestión hotelera.
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2. YM research results validation and benchmarking. The role of testbeds

As discussed above, a number of alternative Yield/Revenue management algorithms, on which 
the corresponding DSS could be based, have been published in the last few years, and additional 
ones are being developed within this research project. 

Such algorithms may have been conceived as a result of logical reasoning, modelling and 
simulation studies, lab-scale experiments, pilot-scale experiments, full-scale applications or 
different combinations of those. However, the majority of the suggested strategies might have 
never been thoroughly evaluated by anyone else but the authors and their co-workers, let alone 
implemented in any full-scale applications and properly validated. It would be benefi cial to 
both the scientifi c and practical DSS/YM communities, and essential for the success of the 
current research project, to have an objective, structured method to verify (at least within certain 
probabilities) whether or not a newly proposed YM algorithm is able to accomplish the DSS 
user’s business objectives more effi ciently than other available algorithms. 

However, the evaluation and comparative benchmarking of YM algorithms and the corresponding 
hotel DSS, either by practical implementation or through simulation are diffi cult (Jeppsson and 
Pons, 2004). This is due so several causes:

− Hotels would be understandably reluctant to implement a DSS based on untested YM 
algorithms in such critical business processes as room pricing or room allocation. Besides, 
as described below, it would be diffi cult to derive from the application of an YM based DSS 
in an individual hotel reliable conclusions on its relative merit. 

− Observable business results are caused by a network of time-varying interrelated factors, 
such as demand, making it diffi cult to isolate the effect of a given factor, such as the choice 
of the YM algorithm.

− Even within a DSS, several critical sub-modules coexist, e.g. demand forecasting and YM-
based decision algorithms, again making it harder to isolate the effect of the YM algorithm 
choice.

− Different YM algorithms correspond to alternative hotel business process designs, e.g., 
hotels with a fi xed, predetermined number of fi xed-price room categories (in that case, the 
YM algorithm would allocate each available room to one of those price categories) or hotels 
in which the room price changes as the actual occupancy date approaches (in that case, the 
YM algorithm would suggest that price). Similarly, within each business process design, 
there will be algorithms of various levels of complexity, which take different inputs into 
account to perform the calculations (e.g., might take into account, or not, the current prices 
of competing hotels). 

− Business evaluation criteria might be dependant on the business priorities of the hotel 
involved.

Similar challenges are also present, in different degrees, in various application areas, and 
specifi cally in the evaluation and testing of Manufacturing Planning and Control Systems 
(MPCS); the YM-based DSS explored here could, in a way, be conceived as being part of 
a MPCS.  In some application domains in which the problem context and objectives can be 
narrowly and precisely defi ned, such as very specifi c optimization algorithms, or when the 
only criteria to be tested is speed, this has led to the development of widely used benchmarking 
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suites (Chabrier, 2006; Head et al, 2005 ; Krishna et al, 2005; Hempstead et al, 2004).

However, the simplistic application of a benchmarking suite to an YM algorithm could provide 
a misleading evaluation of its merits when implemented in a DSS designed to operate in real 
hotel environments. According to Seltzer et al (1999), who stress the need for application-
specifi c measurements, “...such results are, at best, useless and, at worst, misleading...”. 
The ability of a given YM algorithm to allocate resources when faced with predictable and 
time-invariable demand, certainty about resource (room) availability, mechanistic customers, 
absence of interaction and feedback loops and a predetermined business process design does 
not necessarily translate into its capacity to achieve satisfactory results in the highly complex 
real environment described above.

Simulation based benchmarking could offer cost-effective means for a more realistic evaluation 
of these algorithms. However, attaining comparability for the results requires that the 
alternative algorithms are tested under “ceteris paribus” environments. This requires that the 
simulation environment, the external demand, other external infl uences, other modules such 
as demand forecasting etc. a) do not introduce a bias in the evaluation of the YM algorithm b) 
their inherent stochastic variability is ironed out through a suffi ciently complete experimental 
design. However, the cost and complexity of creating a comprehensive and realistic simulation 
environment on which to test each algorithm, along with the accompanying methodology and 
standardised simulation procedures, requires devoting signifi cant resources to the development 
of a testbed involving all these elements (simulation environment, methodology, procedures) 
that can provide a functional and reliable (meaning that another researcher conducting the same 
study would conclude the same results) testing environment.

Similar requirements in other application domains in which it is also diffi cult to narrowly and 
precisely defi ne  the problem context and objectives has led to the development of a variety 
of application domain-specifi c benchmarking platforms (Aref et al, 2004; Jeppsson and Pons, 
2004;  Elhanany and Tabatabaee, 2003; Freya et al, 2003; Wu et al, 2003). This effort has 
often been undertaken by publicly sponsored multi-party research projects, such as EU research 
program European Co-Operation in the fi eld of Scientifi c and Technical research Action 682 
(COST 682) Working Group No. 2/COST 624 (whose benchmarking platform development 
activities are described in http://www.ensic.inpl-nancy.fr/COSTWWTP/Benchmark.htm), or 
the Special Interest Group SIG4 on Benchmarking and Performance Measures within Network 
of Excellence on Intelligent Manufacturing Systems, IMS-NoE (http://www.ims-noe.org/sigN.
asp?sig=4; Cavalieri el al, 2003). This allows for the general dissemination and usage of the 
testbed, as reported by the COST 624: “...The software implementations have been freely 
distributed to research groups on almost every continent and the basic benchmark is available 
as a built-in feature within several of the major commercial software packages for WWT 
modelling and simulation (e.g. WESTs, SIMBAs, GPS-Xt) ... this has been accomplished within 
a time period of 5 years...”. Even in such projects, while great attention is devoted to provide 
the fl exibility to accommodate different operating environments, ad-hoc modifi cations can be 
required to make it usable under some specifi c design and operational characteristics (Abusam 
et al, 2004)

3. Revenue management benchmarking testbed requirements and design 
implications.

The benchmarking testbed required for the testing of the YM-based DSS for hotel management 
is therefore faced with quite stringent requirements, from the functional, organizational and 
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technical viewpoints, that will have signifi cant design implications.

3.1. Functional requirements

Critical functional requirements for the benchmarking testbed can be summarized in three:

− Fidelity. For the results of the algorithm testing to be meaningful, the testing platform should 
bear as close a resemblance to the real hotel environment as possible. This is particularly 
important (and diffi cult) in the case of the customer behaviour. 

− Flexibility. In order to allow for comparison of YM algorithms that correspond to alternative 
hotel business process designs, the testbed must provide the fl exibility to refl ect these various 
designs, e.g., predetermined fi xed-price room categories, room prices contingent on the 
proximity of the actual occupancy date, etc. Similarly, within each business process design, 
it must accommodate algorithms of various levels of complexity, which take different inputs 
into account to perform the calculations (competition...). 

− Reliability and comparability. Reliability would imply that another researcher conducting 
the same study would conclude the same results. This is a non-trivial requirement while 
comparing YM algorithms that correspond to the same business process designs and level of 
complexity, and thus utilize the same inputs and forecasts. However, the hardest challenge 
stems from the comparability requirement, which involves providing meaningful, real-life 
resembling business performance benchmarks between YM algorithms that correspond to 
different business process designs and/ or levels of complexity, and thus utilize different 
inputs and forecasts.

The major design implications of these functional requirements are:

− Simulation based. To meet the fi delity requirement, the benchmarking platform must be 
simulation based. The simulation environment must refl ect, on one hand, the operation of the 
hotel, and, most critically, the complex customer behaviour and hotel-customer interaction, 
entering the realm of what has become known as social simulation. 

− Modularity. Being able to implement quite different business process designs and YM 
algorithms without affecting the simulation environment, to meet the fl exibility requirement, 
calls for a modular design, with well defi ned interfaces between the modules.

− Super-set design and simulation. The comparability requirement is particularly hard to 
meet. As described, different YM algorithms to be benchmarked utilize different inputs and 
forecasts. In conventional algorithm simulation testing, ad-hoc simulation environments 
only recreate the part of the outside environment that interacts with the specifi c algorithm 
being tested. Consequently, the bespoke interface that the simulated environment presents to 
the tested algorithm is also specifi c to its interaction. As an example, if an algorithm assigns 
rooms to fi xed-price categories with a given anticipation with respect to the occupancy 
date, the ad-hoc simulation might simply simulate the number of arrivals for each price 
category for the whole of that lead time. If, however, another algorithm calls for the dynamic 
adjustment of prices as the occupancy date approaches, that simulation would not be valid. 
If a different customer simulation is then undertaken, the results are no longer comparable.  
Furthermore, the parameter-passing interface between the simulation module and the hotel-
DSS module would have to be adapted. This leads to a super-set design and simulation 
requirement: the various modules, and particularly the customer simulation module and 
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the corresponding interfaces, must be rich enough to support the input requirements of 
any of the algorithms to be tested. It must therefore implement all the traits that might be 
required by any of the algorithms, and be able to adjust behaviour and dialog accordingly. 
That allows the same subjacent customer fl ow to be simulated for the various algorithms 
to be benchmarked (each of which will interact with a subset of the customer traits), thus 
allowing comparability. This is similar to real-life customers, each of which exhibits a 
complex, multifaceted behaviour, that allows it to interact both with a hotel that presents 
it with a fi xed set of choices and with another one that, for example, provides a spot quote 
when prompted.

3.2. Organizational requirements

Implementing the requirements outlined will indubitably require a signifi cant software 
development effort. The research project provides funding only for Engineering Management 
faculty members, whose profi le is not aligned with the software development requirements and 
whose dedication to the project is unlikely to provide the required amount of effort. Therefore, 
it is important to reduce the software development requirements as much as possible, by 
restricting it to the truly application domain-specifi c, innovative components. Furthermore, 
there is a practical need to involve non-permanent staff in the development of the various 
testbed modules, particularly students carrying out academic supervised projects  within their 
Master or Engineering curricula. Given the multiyear nature and evolving nature of the project, 
this implies that developers will rotate, potentially several times, during the project lifecycle. 
These considerations lead to three organizational requirements:

− Different developers or development teams must be able to work simultaneously and to a 
large extent asynchronously on different modules. If a student fi nalizes his/her project he 
can not be forced to wait until another student fi nalizes his. Additionally, work on a given 
module started by one developer could have to be completed or refi ned by another one. 

− It should be feasible to refi ne, exploit and eventually redesign these modules long after their 
original developers are no longer available.

− Software development should be restricted to the application domain-specifi c, innovative 
components, by reusing or sharing as much pre-existing applicable functionality as 
feasible.

The major design implications of these organizational requirements are:

− Development should be componentized, allowing for reuse of existing components and 
providing internal cohesion and external decoupling (or, rather, low coupling). 

− This loose coupling should ideally be implemented as message coupling, in which one 
module interacts with another module through a stable, public interface and does not need to 
be concerned with the other module's internal implementation. That would allow progress, 
and changes, in one module to take place without interfering with the others. 

− Modules have to be carefully documented, following sound software engineering 
practices.

− The development environment/ language should be a widely used de-facto standard, or, 
better still, seamlessly support various alternatives. This would reduce the entry barrier for 
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non-permanent, potentially part-time collaborators. Furthermore, it would allow the project 
to tap shared resources, such as publicly available libraries on application domains such as 
simulation or agents. 

3.3. Technical requirements

In addition to the abovementioned design implications, one more technical requirement and 
corresponding design implication can be highlighted: the relationship between the various 
modules, and specifi cally between the demand simulation subsystem and the hotel simulation 
subsystem (which, in turn, includes both the demand forecasting and the heuristic algorithms) 
must be interactive, of a transactional nature, as opposed to merely feeding a set of simulated 
demand events or “arrivals” like in other simulation environments.

4. Platform alternatives: requirements matching. SOA/ Web Services

Within the framework of the current design guidelines for research testbeds, largely derived 
from the manufacturing environment (Cavalieri el al, 2003), various alternative development 
platforms were then matched against these design implications:

− Simulation based

− Modularity

− Super-set design and simulation

− Componentized development

− Loose message coupling through public interfaces

− Software engineering practices including documentation

− Standard development environment/ language or seamless multi-language support

− Transactional interaction among modules

The “simulation based” and “super-set design and simulation” requisites suggested specialized 
simulation or agent-oriented platforms, such as Witness or Multi Agent Systems (MAS) 
development environments. However, these systems generally did not meet the “standard 
development environment/ language or seamless multi-language support” and “transactional 
interaction among modules”. General purpose Rapid Application Development environments 
did not suffi ciently facilitate the simulation orientation, reusability of existing solutions and 
transactional interaction.  The “modularity” and “componentized development” requisites 
suggested an object oriented approach based on widely used languages such as C++ or Java, 
however consistently implementing in these environments the “loose message coupling through 
public interfaces” and “transactional interaction among modules” was deemed to require 
substantial effort.

Thus the analysis then focused on a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) / Web Services 
approach and supporting development framework (Erl, 2005; MacKenzie, 2006), specifi cally 
the .Net Microsoft framework, focusing on how would such an environment meet the requisites 
of this specifi c testbed project, and  also on the potential for generalization of this platform 
evaluation to other research environments.
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The requirement fi t was particularly good for fi ve of the requisites: Modularity, loose message 
coupling through public interfaces, transactional interaction among modules, componentized 
development and standard development environment/ language or seamless multi-language 
support:

− Support for modularity, loose message coupling through public interfaces and transactional 
interaction among modules derives directly from the Web Services architecture. 

• In Web Services environments, functionality is developed in independent modules that 
implement services which can then be invoked by the other modules. WSDL, the Web 
Services Description Language, is an XML format that allows service interfaces to 
be described. Thus, if the hotel simulation module, for example, is modifi ed to refl ect 
different business process designs and YM algorithms, that would be isolated from 
the simulation environment. Even if the dialog with the simulation environment is 
modifi ed, that would be described through an updated version of the WSDL service 
description.

• Actual interaction would take place through the exchange of XML-based SOAP 
messages, normally using HTTP; they would follow the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) 
pattern, whereby one module (the client) sends a request message to another module (the 
server), and the server sends a response message to the client. That would implement 
the transactional interaction among modules. Being XML based, performance of the 
interaction would be limited (that could eventually be solved through XML binary 
serialization), however for a research oriented environment performance would not be 
critical.

− Componentized development, aimed at the reutilization of existing components, is a key 
design criteria in Web Services. Even though at present the availability of sharable services 
from the research community conforming to these standards still lags behind that of 
libraries and other reusable components (private sector environments such as ERP solutions 
are, however, actively reconfi guring their proposals towards the service orientation), Web 
services provide the foundation for incorporating existing and future components. As 
discussed by Gold el al (2005), it enables the management of the integration of this fl ow 
of Web Services, whether external or produced by successive project members, in a way 
reminiscent of a supply chain.    

− Standard development environment/ language or seamless multi-language support is 
achieved in its fullest extent through the Common Language Runtime (CLR) component 
of Microsoft's .NET. This virtual machine is Microsoft's implementation of the Common 
Language Infrastructure (CLI) standard, which defi nes an execution environment for 
program code. The CLR runs a form of bytecode called the Microsoft Intermediate Language 
(MSIL), Microsoft's implementation of the Common Intermediate Language. Thus, any 
CLI/CLR compatible language, such as C++ or C#, could be used.

Adherence to sound Software engineering practices including documentation is not directly 
related to the platform choice, even though the inherent traits of modularity, cohesion and 
decoupling of the Web Services approach facilitate their adoption.

The two other requisites, simulation based and super-set design and simulation, require access 
to existing shared libraries or specialized tools/ development environments to minimize the 
development effort. The seamless multi-language support described above facilitated this. 
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Furthermore, the most popular open source toolkits are being migrated to the .Net environment, 
such as the widely used Recursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit (Repast), for which Repast 
.NET is the most recent implementation (North et al, 2006).

With regard to the potential applicability of the benchmarking testbed to other research projects, 
this design offered the potential of reusing, for example, the simulation module to benchmarking 
other research fi ndings whose implementation would also take place in a customer-facing 
environment. It could, for instance, be used to test production planning or independent demand 
inventory management policies that involve enticing customers with monetary incentives 
(demand management) to better align demand and  supply or to limit the inventory impact of 
demand fl uctuations.

5. Conclusions

To reduce the gap between academic research and the transfer and actual adoption of research 
results, an objective, structured, credible method to estimate whether the newly proposed 
approaches will contribute to achieving the adopting organization’s business objectives is highly 
desirable. In certain areas this can be achieved through appropriate research benchmarking 
testbeds.

These testbeds, however, are subject to quite stringent design requirements. For the specifi c 
case analyzed in this paper, aimed at benchmarking Yield Management-based Decision 
Support System for hotel management, the major functional, organizational and technical 
requirements identifi ed included: Fidelity, fl exibility, reliability and comparability, module 
independence, developer independence, reusability, and conversational module interaction. 
These translated into the design implications of: being simulation based, modularity, super-set 
design and simulation, componentized development, loose message coupling through public 
interfaces, adoption of sound software engineering practices including documentation, standard 
development environment/ language or seamless multi-language support and transactional 
interaction among modules.

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) / Web Services platforms such as Microsoft’s .Net 
provided the best fi t for those requirements among the platforms analyzed. The rationale for this 
conclusion, presented in this paper, could facilitate the evaluation of the potential generalizability 
of the analysis to other application domains, on a case-by-case basis. Furthermore, the intrinsic 
modularity of the proposed testbed should allow its partial reutilization in subsequent research 
projects. 
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